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Abstract
Introduction: Hematology reference range provides valuable 

information for the correct interpretation of results for proper diagnosis 
and treatment. Previous studies have shown that hematology 
reference range may vary in people of various continents. 

Method: From 95,501 subjects a normal 500 females and 500 male 
Kuwaiti fulfilling the criteria of normal individuals were chosen in this 
study from October 2012 to March 2013 with no medical follow up 
required until March 2016 study. The Hb concentration; HCT ratio; RBC 
count, MCV; MCH; MCHC; red cell distribution width (RDW); WBC count; 
absolute neutrophil count (ANC); lymphocyte, monocyte, eosinophil, 
and basophil counts; PLT count; platelet mean volume (PMV) were 
evaluated and compared with adult UK hematology reference range 
(AUK-HRR) which our analyzer standardized according to it. 

Results: The obtained hematology reference range in this study 
considered the adult provisional  Kuwaiti hematology reference range 
(APK-HRR). The APK-HRR categorized patients with slight microcytic 
hypochromic anemia and a slightly increased RBC, WBC and platelet 
count within the normal Kuwaiti population. 

Conclusion: A significant difference was observed between APK-
HRR and AUK-HRR when the slight microcytic hypochromic picture 
and high RBC count in AUK-HRR found within the normal range of APK-
HRR. The slightly high WBC and platelets count in APK-HRR excluded 
any infection or underlying disease in Kuwaiti population. The regional 
factors including ethnicity, genetics, and environment could affect the 
complete blood count. Standardizing local or regional hematology 
reference range should be mandatory.

Introduction
Laboratory reference range provides the correct interpretation of 

results. However, the reference range followed by many laboratories 
worldwide is according to the reference ranges of another country. 
The concept of reference range appears simple; but obtaining samples 
from a healthy population and establishing an appropriate range is a 
complex and difficult process. Each country is responsible for ensuring 
the validity of its reference ranges [1,2]. For effective interpretation 
and distinction in health and disease, it is necessary to establish 
accurate reference range of a population living in a certain region. 
Hematology reference range is only applicable to specific analyzer-
reagent combinations, and is subject to demographic and preanalytical 
variables specific to that local laboratory; these variables should be 
determined for each parameter [3]. The International Federation 
of Clinical Chemistry and the Clinical and Laboratory Standards 
Institute recommend that reference range should be established for 
each region. In appropriate reference range can lead to unnecessary 
follow-up investigations and treatment and mismanagement of 

patients [4-6]. Genetic factors have been shown to influence blood 
cell parameters [7,8]. The European population reference range is not 
identical to the reference range of the population of other continents 
[9]. The differences could be related to the difference in ethnicity and 
genetics [10].

The blood specimens of normal African adults were observed 
to have lower Hb, HCT, RBC count, MCV, and neutrophil and 
platelet counts, and higher monocyte and eosinophil counts. 
Based on such findings, it was clear that the use of reference values 
generated from distant or dissimilar populations may misguide the 
local interpretation of blood cell count findings causing not only 
misdiagnosis but also misreporting of adverse events [11]. Therefore, 
in this study, we compared our obtained results as adult provisional 
Kuwaiti hematology reference range (APK-HRR) with the adult 
United Kingdom reference range (AUK-HRR), which is in use as a 
reference standard in our laboratory to interpret the results of the 
Kuwaiti population since decades. To our knowledge, this was the 
first time that such standardization to compare our local hematology 
reference values with UK reference values was performed in our 
country.

Methods
In this study, CBC analyses were performed using a Coulter LH-

750/755 analyzer for Kuwaiti patients who visited Amiri hospital 
for various reasons. Amiri hospital provides services to the people 
in the great capital region of Kuwait. It serves about 500,000 people. 
The blood results were collected from adult Kuwaiti individuals 
selected from the electronic data from October 2012-March 2013, 
after ensuring from the computer system registry that the selected 
individuals did not follow-up for any chronic disorders over up 
to March 2016. The number of subjects in our study period was 
95,501. An adult 500 females and 500 adult male Kuwaiti fulfilling 
the criteria of normal individuals were chosen in this study. The Hb 
concentration; HCT ratio; RBC count, MCV; MCH; MCHC; red cell 
distribution width (RDW); WBC count; absolute neutrophil count 
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(ANC); lymphocyte, monocyte, eosinophil, and basophil counts; PLT 
count; platelet mean volume (PMV) were evaluated and compared 
with the AUK-HRR.

Data source 
The collected 1000 individuals were carefully collected from the 

electronic data system, age range, 18-96 years. The inclusion criteria 
were normal adult Kuwaiti men and women with normal blood sugar 
and lipid, liver, and renal profiles. The entire study sample had no 
follow-up in any medical or outpatient surgical departments up to 
March 2016 to confirm that no anemia due to chronic disorders. We 
excluded the patients with low serum ferritin level and abnormal 
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), blood sugar, renal 
function test, liver function test, and lipid profile to avoid inclusion of 
patients with anemia due to chronic disorders. 

Results
The obtained APK-HRR and the AUK-HRR were as follow 

respectively:

For the female group: Hb was 113-139 and (120-150); HCT, 0.34-
0.42 and (0.36-0.46); RBC count, 4.1-5.0 and (3.8-4.8); MCV, 77-92 
and (83-101); MCH, 25-31 and (27-32); MCHC, 323-341 and (315-
345); RDW, 12.4-16 and (11.6-14); WBC count, 5.4-11 and (4.0-10); 
ANC, 2.6-8 and (2.0-7); PLT count, 204-350 and (150-410); PMV, 
7.5-10 and (7-11), respectively.

For the male group: Hb was 138-164 and (130-170); HCT, 0.41-
0.50 and (0.40-0.50); RBC count, 4.7-5.8 and (4.5-5.5); MCV, 80-93 
and (83-101); MCH, 26-33 and (27-32); MCHC, 327-347 and (315-
345); RDW, 12.5-15 and (11.6-14); WBC count, 5.9-12 and (4.0-10); 
ANC, 2.7-8 and (2.0-7); PLT count, 184-304 and (150-410); PMV 7.5-
10 and (7-11), respectively.

Discussion
This study aimed to provide local APK-HRR and to compare 

it with the AUK-HRR, as our complete blood count analyzer 
standardized since decades according to the AUK-HRR. The results of 
APK-HRR found different from those of AUK-HRR. In both female 
and male Tables 1A and 1B; the variations detected were significant 
for changing the diagnosis or treatment plans. Normal reference 
values are commonly used not only to assess the overall health but 
also to diagnose and monitor diseases and to determine the safety and 
efficacy of interventions, including treatment [12]. The international 
council for standardization in hematology has outlined the theory of 
reference values and the procedures of obtaining normal reference 
range [13]. Subjects with no particular disease and with normal Hb 
electrophoresis, ferritin levels, serum iron, TIBC, and CBC were 
considered as normal [14]. Normal reference values were usually 
defined as the values encompassing the central 95% of specimens and 
equating to 2 standard deviations on either side of the mean [15].

APK-HRR is significantly different from AUK-HRR. The slight 
higher RBC count and the lower Hb, MCV, MCH values in many 
patients, are normal according to APK-HRR but they are considered 

Female
(N = 500) Median (Mean ± SD unit APK-HRR AUK-HRR

RBC 4.48 4.50 ± 0.45 10⁹/L 4.1 – 5.0 3.8 – 4.8

Hb 127 126 ± 13.3 g/L 113 - 139 120 – 150

HCT 0.38 0.38 ±  0.04 L/L 0.34 – 0.42 0.36 – 0.46

MCV 86.0 84.3 ± 7.33 f/L 77 - 92 83 – 101

MCH 29.0 28.0 ± 2.87 pg. 25 - 31 27 – 32

MCHC 333 332 ± 9.12 g/L 323 - 341 315 – 345

RDW 13.7 14.2 ± 1.80 % 12.4 - 16 11.6 – 14

WBC 8.00 8.26 ± 2.83 10⁹/L 5.4 - 11 4.0 – 10

NEUT  % 60.7 60.9 ± 12.4 % 49 - 73 40 – 80

LYMP  % 29.6 29.2 ± 10.8 % 18 - 40 20 – 40

MONO % 7.00 7.27± 2.39 % 4.9 - 10 2.0 – 10

ESO  % 1.60 2.09± 2.01 % 0.1 – 4 1.0 – 6

BAS   % 0.40 0.48 ± 0.34 % 0.1 - 1 < 1.0 – 2

NEUT  A 4.75 5.22 ±  2.59 10⁹/L 2.6 - 8 2.0 – 7

LYMP  A 2.20 2.26 ± 0.82 10⁹/L 1.4 – 3 1.0 – 3

MONO A 0.50 0.57 ± 0.21 10⁹/L 0.4- 1 0.2 - 1

EOS  A 0.12 0.17 ± 0.22 10⁹/L <0.01 – 0.4 0.02 – 0.1

BAS   A 0.03 0.04 ± 0.03 10⁹/L 0.01 – 0.1 0.02 – 0.1

PLTCNT 271 277 ± 73.0 10⁹/L 204 - 350 150 – 410

MPV 8.50 8.62± 1.08 fL 7.5 – 10 7.0 – 11

Table 1A: The important differences between the APK-HRR and the AUK-
HRR for both females and males.

Male
(N = 500) Median (Mean ± SD unit APK-HRR AUK-HHR

RBC 5.22 5.23 ± 0.57 109/L 4.7 – 5.8 4.5 – 5.5

Hb 152 151 ± 13.2 g/L 138 - 164 130 - 170

HCT 0.45 0.45 ± 0.04 L/L 0.41 – 0.50 0.40- 0.50

MCV 87.0 86.2 ± 6.55 f/L 80 - 93 83 – 101

MCH 30.0 29.1 ± 2.66 pg. 26 - 32 27 – 32

MCHC 338 337 ± 9.71 g/L 327 - 347 315 – 345

RDW 13.4 13.7 ± 1.16 % 12.5 - 15 11.6 – 14

WBC 8.35 8.76 ± 2.88 10⁹/L 5.9 – 12 4.0 – 10

NEUT  % 58.6 59.2 ± 13.0 % 46 - 72 40 – 80

LYMP  % 29.7 29.4 ± 11.3 % 18 - 41 20 – 40

MONO % 7.70 8.03± 2.45 % 5.6 - 10 2.0 – 10

ESO  % 2.10 2.82 ± 2.72 % 0.1 - 6 1.0 - 6

BAS   % 0.40 0.47 ± 0.29 % 0.2- 1 < 1.0 - 2

NEUT  A 4.60 5.38 ± 2.72 109/L 2.7 - 8 2.0 – 7

LYMP  A 2.30 2.39 ± 0.84 109/L 1.5 - 3 1.0 – 3

MONO A 0.60 0.68 ± 0.25 109/L 0.4 - 1 0.2 – 1

EOS  A 0.17 0.24 ± 0.24 109/L <0.01 – 0.5 0.02– 0.5

BAS   A 0.04 0.04 ± 0.03 109/L 0.01 – 0.1 0.02 – 0.1

PLTCNT 242 244  ± 59.8 109/L 184 - 304 150 - 410

MPV 8.50 8.52± 1.04 fL 7.5 - 10 7.0 - 11

Table 1B: The important differences between the APK-HRR and the AUK-HRR 
for both females and males.
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anemic according to AUK-HRR Tables 1A and 1B. In the presence 
of normal serum ferritin and normal HPLC this high RBC count 
with the microcytic hypochromic picture give a diagnosis of alpha 
thalassaemia according to AUK-HRR but it is within the normal 
range according to APK-HRR and Figures 1 and 2. Ethnicity has been 
reported to contribute towards CBC differences. Other factors, such as 
environmental and nutritional status, may also play a great role. This 
was supported by the differences observed between South Indians in 
Chennai and Malaysian Indians, even though both the population 
groups had the same ethnic origin [16]. Studies from France indicate 
that individual variations, particularly, ethnic characteristics, cannot 
be ignored [17].

The WBC counts, according to the APK-HRR and AUK-HRR 
were 5.4-11 and (4.0-10) for women and 5.9-12 and (4.0-10) for men, 
respectively. The ANCs, according to the APK-HRR and AUK-HRR 
were 2.6-8 and (2.0-7) for women and 2.7-8 and (2.0-7) for men, 
respectively. Both the WBC and ANC counts are higher in APK-HRR 
than in AUK-HRR without any infection or any another underlying 
disease. The differences in the absolute values of lymphocytes, 
monocytes, eosinophils, and basophils were not significant. Another 
study reported that the total WBC and neutrophil counts of Africans 
and West Indians were significantly lower than those of northern 
Europeans, whereas the monocyte and eosinophil counts were 
higher. In addition, their counts were significantly lower than those of 
Indian and Oriental subjects [18], thus confirming that regional data 
is mandatory to evaluate respective reference range and to establish 
normal reference range. The platelets counts, according to the APK-

HRR and AUK-HRR were 204-350 and (150-410) in women and 
184-304 and (150-410) in men, respectively, which mean that APK-
HRR has a higher limit of platelets count than AUK-HRR. However, 
according to the international treatment consensus, it does not affect 
the treatment strategy of thrombocytopenia or thrombocytosis. 
Therefore, each population must establish its own normal reference 
range values for use in clinical assessments [19]. Based on such 
findings, it is clear that the use of international reference values 
generated from distant or dissimilar populations may misguide 
the local interpretation of blood cell counts findings, thus causing 
not only misdiagnosis but also misreporting of adverse events, and 
affecting the treatment plans [11,20].

Limitation
The hematology reference range in this study was calculated from 

a large Kuwaiti population in the capital area; however, only 1,000 
individuals were selected from the 95,501 who visited our institute 
over 6 months. Furthermore, we did not have the HPLC and serum 
ferritin values of all the selected subjects. In patients with normal 
serum ferritin and normal HPLC pattern still they could be alpha 
thalassemia trait, but it is impossible to perform DNA analysis for 
such a huge sample number. 

The strengthening point in this study that in many well 
investigated families with no family history of hemoglobinopathy, 
their CBC showed high RBC, low Hb, MCV and MCH according to 
AUK-HRR but they are normal according to APK-HRR. However, 
because of the significant results, this study must be conducted in 
other regions of this country and the samples should be collected from 
healthy volunteers and the molecular DNA analysis to be applied. 

Conclusion
The results of this study showed the importance of obtaining local 

or regional hematology reference range. Because the other regional 
reference range does not necessary reflect the actual local reference 
range, so there could be a significant effect on both the diagnosis 
and treatment. This study should be repeated in other regional areas 
of Kuwait to confirm the findings, which are extremely important 
in confirming anemia and hemoglobinopathy in many patients 
according to the adult provisional Kuwait-Hematology reference 
range results. The differences between the APK-HRR and the AUK-
HRR could be related to ethnic, genetic, or environmental reasons. 

Study Approval
This study was approved by the Joint Committee for the Protection 

of Human Subjects in Research, reference number: VDR/179, subject 
title: “Detecting the normal hematology values and the incidence 
of the different types of anemia in random samples obtained from 
Kuwaiti people referred to Al-Amiri hospital in the great capital area”.
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